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A FRAGMENT-FLOW MODEL OF DRY-SNOW AVALANCHES 

By ARTHUR 1. MEARS 

(222 East Gothic Avenue, Gunnison, Colorado 81230, U.S.A.) 

ABSTRACT. Field data on dry-slab avalanches obtained during the period 1975-79 from several snow 
cEmates suggest the following: (I) most of the mass of the typical avalanche studied consisted of fragments 
with lengths greater than 5 cm, (2) transverse and longitudinal shear planes formed during deceleration in 
the avalanche run-out zone, and (3) the Row height exceeded the slab height in most cases. No correlation 
was found between the run-out distance and the track or run-out zone slope, or between the run-out distance 
and the released slab height. 

The field data suggest that avalanche motion is best described as a flow of fragments in which boundary 
shearing stresses are sensitive to fragment size distributions and volumetric solids concentrations. These 
factors may be more important than the roughness of the avalanche boundary in determining maximum 
velocity and run-out distance. 

R ESUME. Un modele d'ecoulement par fragments d'avalanches de neige seche. Des donnees d'observation sur les 
avalanches de plaques seches obtenues pendant la periode 1975-79 sous divers climats enneiges aboutissent 
aux conclusions suivantes: ( I) la plus grande partie de la masse de l'avalanche typique etudiee etait composee 
de fragments de plus de 5 cm de longueur, (2) des plans de cisaillements transversaux et longitudinaux se 
formaient pendant la periode de deceleration de I'avalanche dans la zone de depot, et (3) la hauteur de 
l'ecoulement depassait dans la plupart des cas celle de la plaque. On n'a pas trouve de correlation entre la 
distance d'arret et la pente du couloir ou de la zone de depot ou entre la distance d'arret et la hauteur de la 
plaque declenchee. 

Les donnees d'observation suggerent que la meilleure description du mouvement de I'avalanche est celle 
d'un ecoulement de fragments dans lequel les efforts de cisaillement en limite sont sensibles aux distributions 
des tailles des fragments et aux concentrations en volume des solides. Ces facteurs peuvent et re plus impor
tants que la rugosite du lit de l'avalanche pour la determination de la vitesse maximum et de la distance 
d'arret. 

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG. Ein Modell des Bruchstuckflllsses fur Trockenschneelawinen. Feldbeobachtungen an 
trockenen Schneebrettlawinen, angestellt im Zeitraum von 1975 bis 1979 in verschiedenen Schneegebieten, 
fuhren zu folgenden Schlussen: (I) Der Grossteil der Masse des untersuchten Lawinentyps bestand aus 
Bruchstiicken mit Langen von mehr als 5 cm; (2) Quer- und Langsscherebenen bildeten sich wahrend der 
Verzogerung in der Auslaufzone; (3) die Stromhohe ubertrafin den meisten Fallen die Bretthohe. Zwischen 
der Reichweite und der Neigung der Bahn oder der Auslaufzone war keine Korrelation festzustellen, 
ebensowenig zwischen der R eichweite und der freigesetzten Bretthohe. 

Die Feldbeobachtungen lassen vermuten, dass sich die Lawinenbewegung am besten als Fluss von 
Bruchstiicken beschreiben lasst, in der die randlichen Scherspannungen von der Grossenverteilung der 
Bruchstucke und der Konzentration an Festkorpern abhangt. Die Faktorcn durften fur die Bestimmung 
der Hochstgeschwindigkeit und der R eichweite wichtiger sein als die Rauhigkeit der Lawinenbegrenzung. 

INTRODUCTION 

Previous avalanche-dynamics research (Voellmy, 1955; Sommerhalder, 1966; Salm, 
1966 ; Shen and Raper, 1970; Mears, 1975, 1976, 1977; Leaf and Martinelli, 1977; Lang and 
others, 1978), assumes the avalanches behave as fluids in which particle sizes are small 
compared with flow dimensions and that the flow is incompressible. In such models fluid 
properties such as eddy and molecular viscosity act to resist avalanche acceleration from the 
beginning of motion in the starting zone through deceleration in the run-out zone. However, 
fluid models do not consider the internal structural changes that occur during motion. 

The objective of the research presented in this paper is to discuss and identify the para
meters that appear to be of greatest importance in determining the internal structure, boun
dary shear stresses, run-out distance, and, by inference, the velocity of dry-snow avalanches. 
The first part of this paper reports general observations and data from 45 moderate to large 
dry-snow avalanches studied during the four winters from 1975 through 1979. Data were 
collected from avalanches with large mean slab heights or long run-out distances and were 
obtained from the San Juan Mountains, the Elk Mountains, the Ten Mile Range, and the 
Front Range of Colorado, from the Wasatch Mountains of Utah, and from the Chugach 
Mountains of south-central Alaska. Thus the data are not biased toward anyone particular 
snow climate or mountain region. 
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The second part of the paper suggests how the most important features observed in the 
field can be explained analytically. The emphasis of the second part is to show which flow 
parameters appear to be most important in determining avalanche velocity and run-out 
distance, but it is recognized that a final predictive model based on the parameters discussed 
below requires collection of additional data. 

RUN- OUT DISTANCE 

When an avalanche is modeled as an incompressible fluid, the velocity and run-out 
distance S increase with the thickness h of the released slab, the slope IX of the track, and the 
run-out slope {3. In this study four variables were obtained: S, IX, {3, and h. The slope para
meters IX and {3 and the thickness h were measured in the field and S was scaled from topo
graphic maps or measured in the field . Avalanche velocity was measured in a few selected 
cases, but insufficient velocity data exist to be included in this analysis. 

As defined in this study, the run-out zone begins where deposition of avalanche debris 
exceed entrainment of undisturbed snow into the flow. Thus within the run-out zone 
dM/dL < 0, where M is the avalanche mass and L is the distance traveled. The run-out 
distance S was measured from the beginning of this area of deposition and corresponded, for 
large dry-snow avalanches, to a slope of 15° to 20°. 

The track corresponded to 15° ~ IX ~ 30°, gradients upon which dM/dL ~ 0 and deposi
tion of avalanche snow is approximately balanced by entrainment of new snow. Maximum 
velocity and maximum flowing mass both occur in the track. In several cases the mean track 
gradient exceeded 30° because of sections of steep rock outcrops in the track, but, because 
these steep areas do not collect sufficient quantities of snow, the condition dM/dL = 0 

remained approximately true. 
The starting zones correspond, approximately, to IX > 30°, slopes upon which dM/dL > 0 

and avalanches accelerate and grow in mass (Fig. I). Note that the conditions IX > 30° and 
dM/dL > 0 may be satisfied at many locations adjacent to the avalanche track, particularly 

Fig. 1 . Striations on the avalanche running surface and linear depositional features parallel to the avalanche direction suggest 
basal sliding in the starting zone qf this hard-slab avalanche. The mean slope angle in the photograph is 35°· 
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when a relatively windless storm has deposited unstable slabs on steep slopes over large 
elevation differences and when the avalanche tends to release and entrain these unstable slabs 
(Fig. 2). The term dM/dL serves as an inertial effect that resists acceleration as the momentum 
of the snow at rest is increased as it is entrained into the moving avalanche. 

Fig. 2. Snow entrained at the steep lateral boundaries qf the avalanche track cause the avalanche mass to increase with distance 
traveLed (dM/dL > 0). Such entrainment is an inertial effect resisting avalanche acceleration during the beginning stages 
qfmotion. 

In Figure 3, S is plotted against h, <x, and f3 for 29 dry-slab avalanches with clearly-defined 
run-out limits and run-out zones not terminated by an adverse (reversed-gradient) slope. 
There is no statistically significant variation of S with h, <x, and f3 in the sample obtained. In 
general, the larger slab heights (in excess of 1.5 m) were associated with strongly-bonded, 
high-density wind slabs that fractured into large blocks (Fig. 4), while the longer run-out 
distances were associated with less thick soft slabs that fractured into smaller fragments 
(Fig. 5). 

COMPOSITION, FORM, AND DISTRIBUTION OF DEBRIS IN THE RUN-OUT ZONE 

Most of the debris mass of the run-out zone appears to consist of fragments derived from 
the released slab. The intermediate diameter d of these fragments ranges from approximately 
2 to 150 cm. As a rough estimate, based on observations of the deposit surfaces and lateral 
boundaries and in a few cases from observations below the debris surface, at least 80 to 90% 
of the total avalanche mass within the typical dry-slab avalanche studied consisted of frag
ments larger than 5 cm in intermediate diameter. This length, defined as a characteristic 
fragment size d*, tends to be much larger in hard-slab avalanches ( 20 to 30 cm), than in soft
slab avalanches (compare Figs 4, 5, and 6) . If avalanches remained dry to the distal margin 
of the run-out zone, it was difficult to distinguish between individual fragments approximately 
I m or more below the debris surfaces. Deep within the debris, the slab fragments and fine
grained interstitial snow were compressed together to densities of 300 kg/m 3 to 530 kg/m3, 
with the larger densities being associated with larger avalanches. In several of the cases 
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Fig. 3. These run-out-distance data were taken from dry-snow avalanches that did not encounter adverse (reversed-gradient) slopes 

in the run-out zone. The data include a wide range in slab density and cohesiveness. (a) Slab height is averaged over the 
crown length and measured perpendicular to the slope. (b) Run-out zones were assumed to begin on slopes of I5° to 20° where 
deposition of snow clearly exceeded entrainment. (c) Track gradients were measured over that portion of the path where 
dMldL ~ 0, corresponding to slopes of I5° to 30° in most cases. The steeper track gradients included in the data are 
associated with steep cliif areas in the track. 

studied large dry-slab avalanches flowed through damp snow in the lower track. Observations 
of such avalanches in motion suggest that some of the damp, finely-pulverized snow dispersed 
in the flow adheres to the flowing fragments causing the fragments to become more spherical 
with distance traveled. Because much of the fine-grained fraction of the flow adhered to the 
larger fragments, very little was left to cement the deposit at depth, thus individual fragments 
could be distinguished from one another within the deposits. 

When the topography of the run-out zone consisted of relatively smooth, unconfined slopes, 
the debris was spread uniformly, decreasing gradually in thickness from a maximum of 2 to 
4 m at the top of the run-out zone to less than I m near the distal margin. In general, frag
ment sizes decreased within a given deposit from a maximum characteristic size d* near the top 
to some smaller d* near the toe of the run-out zone. When different avalanche events were 
compared, S was always significantly longer for smaller d* and shorter for larger d* regardless 
of variation in IX, {3, or h. Thus S may be some empirical function of a size distribution in d. 
Insufficient data exist at the present time to suggest any unique statistical relationship between 
Sand d. 
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Fig. 4. Particle sizes at the distal margin of this hard-slab avalanche suggest that at this location at least 90% of the avalanche 
mass consisted riffragments with d > I5 cm, thus d* = I5 cm. Approximately IOO m up-slope from this location (not 
shown), d* was estimated as 30 to 40 cm. Thefine-grainedfraction of the flow was not transported beyond the distal margin 
of the fragments, or was of negligible mass. 

----~~~----~ 
Fig. 5. This thin deposit is located at the distal margin of a large dry-slab avalanche and is composed of smallfragments admixed 

with fine particles. Larger fragments were deposited higher in the ru/l-out zone. 
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Fig. 6. Transverse and longitudinal shear planes in the run-out zone of this large dry-slab avalanche suggest that the avalanche 
mass deformed as a solid body during the final stages of deceleration. Surface ridges and furrows indicate that stresses were 
transmitted over distances qf at least several meters. In this case d* = 5 cm, and the avalanche had fallen approximately 
800 m verticalfv. 

Fig. 7. Distinct longitudinal shear planes parallel with the flow occurred in this large dry-slab avalanche that encountered damp 
snow in the lower track. The reaggregated mass of fragments slid as a solid body for approximately 300 m on a 16° slope. 
The sliding mass consisted of fragments with 5 cm .;;; d .;;; 10 cm. The tension crack in the shear plane in the foreground 
shows that fragments were preserved inside the sliding mass. 
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Transverse shear planes were observed in some debris when the depth exceeded I to 2 m, 
occurring during decelerating portions of the flow. However, they were not observed within 
the deposits of smaller fragments or at the distal margins of long run-out zones (Fig. 5). 

In several cases in which fragments could be identified throughout the deposit depth, 
there was a strong tendency for larger fragments to be sorted toward the centers and upper 
surfaces of the deposits, away from the regions where the velocity gradients in the flowing 
mass would be largest. 

Longitudinal shear planes were one of the most striking features of many avalanche 
deposits, including those formed as dry-snow ava lanches flowed through damp snow in the 
lower track (Fig. 7), and those formed from avalanches that remained dry throughout the 
entire path (Fig. 8). These features demonstrate that differential sliding occurred in both 
damp and dry snow. The sliding bodies were clearly composed of reaggregated fragments of 
the slab in all cases studied, and were 3 to 15 m wide and I to 3 m deep. Sliding distances 
were as long as 150 m on a slope of 15° through dry snow, and up to 400 m on a slope of 16° 
through damp snow. The longer distances were associated with some channelization in the 
upper run-out zones, but shear planes also occurred within unconfined run-out zones. 

Fig. 8. This longitudinal shear plane is parallel to the avalanche flow direction and is typical oJ shear planes observed in the run-out 
zones if dry-snow avalanches. Typical Jragment sizes are visible but somewhat obscured by a thin deposit if fine-grained 
snow. 

FLOW HEIGHT 

Knowledge of the flow height hr is of great importance in engineering design of avalanche 
defense structures. In the early Swiss work (Voellmy, 1955; Sommerhalder, 1966), it was 
assumed that hr = h, allowing for changes in hr due to slope changes, as in water flow in an 
open channel. In the field it is difficult to distinguish the lower layer of flowing and sliding 
snow thought to comprise most of the avalanche mass from a deeper, dispersed powder 
cloud, therefore indirect methods must be used to estimate flow height. Field observations 
of avalanche snow compressed against trees suggest that most of the avalanche mass is concen
trated within a lower layer where h ~ hr ~ 4h. It is assumed that most of the avalanche mass 
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within this layer of thickness hr consisted of slab fragments, as discussed above. This assump
tion is supported by avalanche impact measurements (Schaerer, 1973) in which distinct 
impact peaks were recorded, presumably due to fragment collisions with the pressure cell. 

The larger ratios of hr/h were associated with high-velocity soft-slab avalanches while the 
smaller ratios are associated with low-velocity hard-slab avalanches. Thus the mean free 
distance between fragments would tend to become longer and the mean bulk density of flow 
less in high-velocity avalanches comprised of small fragments. In some avalanches a small 
part of the mass was dispersed upward as a powder cloud to a height hp, where 5h ::::;; hp :::::;; 15 h, 
approximately. This fine-grained fraction of the flow probably traveled at high velocity and 
was of low mean bulk density, but nevertheless, had energy sufficient to damage trees in the 
path. Figure 9 illustrates an example where avalanche snow was compressed against a tree 
in the upper run-out zone of a large soft-slab avalanche. In this case hr = 2 m and is deter
mined by the height of compressed snow against the tree trunk, but, although no snow was 
compressed above hr, limbs were broken to a height of approximately 10 m. Within this IQ m 
layer, the flow must have been of low bulk density and probably produced fluid-dynamic 
forces such as a gust of wind. 

The field estimates of hr were considered reliable only if ten or more measurements were 
made within smooth reaches of the path, and if the standard error of the mean was less than 
o.lhr. 

Fig. 9. Compressed snow on this tree in the upper run-out zone indicates that hr = 2 m. Broken limbs on the tree indicate that the 
powder avalanche flow height hp = ID m. 
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The data obtained strongly suggest that, for engineering design purposes, it should be 
assumed that the fractured slab is dispersed upward to some height larger than h during flow. 
The ratio hr/h depends on the characteristics fragment size d*, and probably on flow velocity 
U, both of which appear to depend more on initial slab cohesiveness than on slab height. 

PARAMETERS CONTROLING AVALANCHE VELOCITY AND ACCELERATION 

The observations reported above suggest that dry-slab avalanches consist of a cascade of 
slab fragments admixed with fine-grained snow in suspension. Most of the mass within the 
avalanches studied consisted of fragments too large to be suspended by air turbulence accord
ing to the criteria described by Sh6da (1966), therefore, the upward dilation of particles 
required for flow to be possible must be maintained by collisions between the fragments. 
The internal energy loss in the fragment flow and the resulting boundary shear may be 
affected by the size and density distributions of the fragments and by the mean free distance 
between them because these factors help control collision frequency. 

The gravitational driving stress 'Tg .per unit of avalanche boundary is written: 

Tg = pgh sin ex, (I) 
where p is the mean bulk density over the flow height h, g is the gravitational acceleration, 
and ex is the slope angle. 

The resisting stress TS is a function of avalanche velocity and internal structure. Bagnold 
(1954) derived an expression for shear within a rapidly sheared dispersion of small parafin 
spheres. When inertial effects dominate over the viscous effects of the interstitial fluid, as 
probably would be the case in most avalanches, the general form of this expression is written: 

'Ts' = f(cp) f(Cs) crdz (dUJdy)z, (2) 
where TS' is the shear stress at any point in the fragment flow, cp is a dimensionless coefficient 
that depends upon collision condition, d is particle diameter, Cs is solids concentration, (J is 
particle density, and dUJdy is the velocity gradient normal to the flow boundary. Bagnold's 
experimentally determined values for boundary shear cannot be used directly to determine 
avalanche boundary shear because, within an avalanche cr and d are not uniform, Cs varies 
with height, and flow dimensions are much larger than those of Bagold's experiments. How
ever, he did find 'Ts' to be proportional to dz and to increase very rapidly with Cs. For example, 
at constant crdz (dUJdy)Z he found 'Ts' to increase by more than a factor of 10 as Cs increased 
from 0.30 to 0.60. This is the same range of Cs as is to be expected in an avalanche. If the 
same relationships hold true in an avalanche, then hard slabs with characteristically larger d 
would .experience larger TS, reach lesser velocities, and travel shorter distances than soft-slab 
avalanches with smaller d. This is consistent with field observations. Furthermore, because 
an avalanche is characterized by a distribution of d values, the smaller fragments would be 
subjected to lesser stress, would attain higher velocities, and would travel farther. This offers 
one explanation for the longitudinal sorting observed. 

If the form of Equation (2) is correct, then boundary shear within a fragment-flow may be 
written: 

TS = DsCscrUz, (3) 
where U is the mean velocity over the flow cross-section and Ds is a "solid drag" coefficient 
assumed to include the effects of fluid-dynamic drag and mass change. It is important to 
note that: 

Ds = f(Cs, d), 
and 

Cs = f(U). 
Because it is assumed that inertial effects dominate, Equation (3) appears to give 'Ts propor
tional to Uz. However, during acceleration the boundary stress may in fact decrease with U 
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because Cs decreases with U as the flow height increases. Ds as determined in the experiments 
of Bagnold ( 1954), appears to be strongly dependent upon Cs. In the field it was common to 
find that soft-slab avalanches achieved greater flow depths than hard-slab avalanches even 
though the soft slabs were, in general much thinner than the hard slabs. 

A positive feed-back mechanism may occur during acceleration as Ds decreases with 
increasing U. This feed-back mechanism would be damped due to the inertial effects of new 
snow entrainment and air resistance (both proportional to U2 and considered in the Ds term), 
but computations suggest that air resistance will probably not be important in an avalanche 
with flow height less than 5 m until U exceeds 30 m/so New snow entrainment is probably not 
important as maximum velocity is approached because the mass of new snow entrained into 
the flow is probably a small proportion of total mass. 

Similarly, a negative feed-back mechanism may operate during deceleration. As U 
decreases, Cs and Ds would increase, thereby increasing the TS term and causing further 
deceleration. This offers one explanation for the observation that dry-snow avalanches tend to 
decelerate rapidly in the run-out zone. The shear planes described above may also be 
explained because at small U the fragment flow condenses and interlocks. This rapidly 
increases Ts and may cause slip at the boundaries. 

Interestingly, Schaerer ( [1975] ) also reports an increase in frictional resistance with 
decreasing U. He suggested the friction increase was due to an increase in the sliding friction 
coefficient fL (discussed below), but this effect can also be explained through the negative 
feed-back mechanism described above. 

When Equations (I) and (3) are equated and it is assumed that mass entrainment is 
negligible at maximum velocity, then 

U2 = (g/Ds) h sin IX, (6) 

where p = Cs(J. The largest avalanches approach 100 mJs (MelIor, 1968) thus the factor 
gh/Ds approaches 2 X 104 m 2/s2. Assuming h equals 10 m for the largest dry-slab avalanches 
(disregarding the very deep, diffuse powder cloud), and g equals IO m/s2, then Ds may be as 
small as 5 X 10-3. This should be considered a limiting value rarely achieved in Nature 
because of the effects of air resistance at high velocities. 

In Voellmy's two-component model, at terminal velocity 

Tg = T+Tt, (7) 

where T is boundary shear due to sliding and Tt is boundary shear due to fluid turbulence. 
Note that Tt is included in the TS term discussed above, but does not become important until 
high velocity is attained. 

If 

T = fLPgh cos IX, (8) 

and 

Tt = DtpU2, (9) 
then 

pgh sin IX = fLPgh cos IX+DtpU2, (10) 

where fL is a coefficient of sliding friction and Dt is a fluid drag coefficient which is highly 
dependent on surface roughness. Solution of Equation (10) for U2 gives Voellmy's well-known 
equation for maximum velocity 

U2 = gh(sin IX-fL cos IX), (Il) 

where g, the "turbulent friction" coefficient, is substituted for g/Dt. The parameter Dt 
depends only on surface roughness; released snow type or degree of fragmentation are not 
considered. 
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A non-zero friction coefficient fL is necessary in Equation (I I) because, when fL equals zero 
steady flow may be maintained whenever ex is greater than zero. 

Field calibration of Equation (I I) is not possible because, even if U, ex, and h are measured: 
the observed U may result from an infinite number of fL, g pairs. However, using the same 
approach, a unique value of Ds may be computed for Equation (6) . Field studies may allow 
calibration of Ds with flow height and observed fragment-size distributions, parameters which 
may eventually be correlated with slab conditions expected at the times of large avalanche 
releases. 
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